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we offer

We are focused in the communication
market with the mission to be a leading
company in the areas of testing,
consultant and system integration.
The company competes in the
networking & Telecom international
arena, in which the demand for highly
experience knowledgeable people is
the key factor.
10Levels is compiled of an eclectic set
of talented people with extensive
experience in the telecommunication
industry.

We provide a wide range of services to
help Hi-Tech companies, develop, test
and deploy their systems. Service
providers and entrepreneurs can benefit
from our complete
Carrier-class network and telephony
knowledge and use our help to deploy
various solutions, from few managed
hot-spots to a complete WISP with voice
and video services.
As an international company our service
and product can be sold and used in 4
corners of the globe. With a 24/7
support and on site key people we can
provide a QOS that match our clients
needs perfectly

10Levels was founded as a technology Solution Company in 2004 by
a team of experienced QA and software engineers. Our mission is to
provide service which will accelerate and ease product Development
and QA.

Long-term Customer Relationships
10Levels is committed to being the best partner in the industry for testing and
integration. We know the importance of long-term customer relationships,
therefore, we believe in developing and fostering partnerships that are mutually
beneficial.

10Levels has always been, and will continue to be,
a customer-focused company.

Testing

* Strategy Definition

* Test Automation Development

* Outsourcing

System Integration

* Installation Services for various
hardware

* Centralized Managed Hot-Spots

* Complete ISP / Wireless-ISP Solution

* Billing

* AAA

* Security

* Telephony

Telephony Solutions

* SMB to Enterprise size IP-PBX

* Call Center

* Signaling & Quality Testing


